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In Bayesian inference, the computational challenge 
reduces to estimating high-dimensional expectations.

E⇡[f ] =

Z
dq ⇡(q|D) f(q)
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from probability density but rather probability mass.
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Contributions to these expectations, however, come not 
from probability density but rather probability mass.



The concentration of  probability mass into a narrow 
typical set frustrates the accurate estimation of  integrals.



Markov chains provide a generic and practical scheme  
for finding and then exploring this typical set.
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But practical performance depends on how efficiently  
the Markov chain can explore the typical set.
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Efficient exploration of  the typical set is generated  
by measure-preserving maps on the target space.
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Differential geometry informs this transformation, 
although a physical analogy can be more intuitive.
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A rigorous theoretical foundation motivates not just the 
algorithm but also its optimized implementations.
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Similarly, the efficacy of  the Hamiltonian flow provides  
a criterion for dynamically tuning the integration time.
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The microcanonical perspective also motivates scalable 
numerical implementations using symplectic integrators.
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Finally, the interaction of  the symplectic integrator and 
the microcanonical geometry motivates optimal tuning.
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To ensure productive behavior after only finite iterations 
we need to verify conditions like geometric ergodicity.



The geometry motivates techniques for proving geometry 
ergodicity in theory and diagnosing failures in practice.
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This understand can then be used to build high-
performance implementations in tools like Stan.
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The Theoretical Foundations of  
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
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Unfortunately, an arbitrary target space doesn’t have the 
necessary structure to construct a Hamiltonian system.
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Hamiltonian Monte Carlo uses the cotangent bundle  
to construct the desired measure-preserving flow.
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Data subsampling compromises exploration and biases 
inferences unless the data are highly redundant.
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Using the geometry of  symplectic integrators we can 
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Ultimately, subsampling is effective only in the tall data 
regime where the data are necessarily redundant.



Adiabatic Monte Carlo 



Like any MCMC algorithm, one weakness of  Hamiltonian 
Monte Carlo is multimodal target distributions.



Movement between modes is facilitated by transitioning 
back and forth to an auxiliary, unimodal distribution.
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The efficacy of  this approach, however, depends on how 
efficiently we can transition to this auxiliary distribution.
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Adiabatic Monte Carlo uses even more geometry to make 
these transitions dynamic and avoid bespoke tuning.
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